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This PDF is interactive and intended to be read on a computer.
Clickable buttons are indicated by grey areas.

Do not hesitate to click them to facilitate and optimize the reading.
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How to register an activated customer box to your Somfy Pro account
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You would like to register a customer box to your Somfy Pro account, but it has already been activated by the end user ?

From your list of installations, click on ‘Register requests’.

You access here the list of your requests to register activated customer boxes. 

Then click on ‘Register a new box’.

next →

 Access your list of register requests
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A window will open for you to enter the box PIN-code and the user email address.

An email will then be sent to your customer for validation.

Enter the box PIN-code and user email address

next →
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Your request will remain visible in this list until customer validates. 

You may at anytime resend an email for validation, by clicking on ‘Resend email’

A window will open and you will be able to enter (or modify) the user email address.

 Resend an email for customer validation

summary
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How to activate Serv-e-go on a registered customer box
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You would like activate the service Serv-e-go on a registered customer box ?

Search for the customer installation in your list of registered boxes.

Then click on the customer name to access the installation.

 Search for the customer installation in your list

next →

Remember to activate the service while registering the box on Somfy Pro ! 
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In the left column, under the customer details, click on ‘Activate Serv-e-go for this user’.

An email will be sent to your customer for validation.

Activate Serv-e-go for this user

next →

You will not have access to the installation details until your customer validates the service.
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Once service is validated by your customer, you will have access to the installation details.

You will be able to view the products paired, alerts and interventions.

Access the installation details

summary
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How to remotely troubleshoot a customer installation
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You would like to access the installation details to troubleshoot a problem ? 

Search for the customer installation in your list of registered boxes.

Then click on the customer name to access the installation.

 Search for the customer installation in your list

next →
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From this tab ‘Installation’, you access the box details.

You can view if the box is activated, online or offline, and if the box is up to date. 

Access box details

next →
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From this tab ‘Devices’, you access the list of Somfy products paired to the box.

By clicking on a product (io only) in this list, you will access the product details.

For each product, you can view if the product is online, and the radio level.

Access list of paired products

If this tab is locked, you are not authorised to access the installation details. 

You must first activate the service Serv-e-go for your customer.

next →
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From this tab ‘Alerts’, you access the list of alerts which occurred on this installation.

By clicking on this alert message, you will be redirected to the product raising the alert.

Access alerts & error messages

These alerts can be configured from the Alerts menu, when you click on “Alerts configuration”

next →
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From this tab ‘Interventions’, you can access the log of all the remote interventions performed with the tool. You 

also have the possibility to leave notes that will be viewed by yourself only.

View remote interventions

summary
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How to remotely service a customer installation
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You would like to remotely modify certain parameters on your customer’s installation ?

Search for the customer installation in your list of registered boxes.

Then click on the customer name to access the installation.

 Search for the customer installation in your list

next →
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In the left column, click on ‘Request remote service’.

An email will be sent to your customer for validation.

Request a remote service

next →
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Once the request has been validated by your customer, you can then work on the installation for a period of 8 hours.

A banner will appear to indicate the remaining time.

Duration of intervention on your customer’s installation

next →
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In intervention, you can modify certain parameters (only on Somfy brand io products),

or act by performing certain actions (add a remote control, restart the box, access the TaHoma application, etc.).

Remotely modify parameters

The editable parameters are indicated by a pencil, you just have to click on this pencil to edit the parameter.

next →
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Once your actions have been carried out, click on ‘End remote intervention’ in the lower banner.

A window will appear in which you will be able to view the summary of your actions, and where you can leave a comment for your customer.

An email will be sent to your customer, informing them that your intervention is finished,

and detailing the actions carried out on the installation.

End remote intervention

summary
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How to remotely add a new control
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You would like to add a new control to your customer’s installation, without reporting on site ?

Search for the customer installation in your list of registered boxes.
Then click on the customer name to access the installation.

Adding a remote control is only possible if you have remote access to service the installation. 
Make sure that your customer has validated the intervention request.

 Request remote intervention

next →
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From the tab ‘Devices’, you access the list of paired products to the customer box.

On this page, click on ‘Add a remote control’.

Remotely add a new control

If this tab is locked, you are not authorised to access the installation details. 

You must first activate the service Serv-e-go for your customer.

next →
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A window opens in which you will then be guided to carry out the pairing of this remote control.

- Either the remote control to add is already at your customer,

- Either the remote control is in your possession and it will then have to be given to the customer later.

You will be able to add the remote control to one or more devices.

Select if the remote control is with you or your customer

If you want to pair a remote control that you have in your possession,

you must have a compatible USB barcode reader to scan the QR code.

Make sure beforehand of the technical characteristics of this barcode reader

so that it is compatible:

- 2D / QR Code barcode reader

- USB or Bluetooth connection

- Barcode reader configuration in the same language as PC

next →
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Once your actions have been carried out, click on "End service" in the lower banner.

A window will appear in which you will see the summary of your actions, and where you can leave a comment for your customer.

An email will be sent to your customer, informing them that your intervention is finished,

and detailing the actions carried out on the installation.

End remote intervention

summary
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How to access the customer’s TaHoma web application
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You would like to access your customer’s TaHoma web application, without requesting login & password ?

Search for the customer installation in your list of registered boxes.
Then click on the customer name to access the installation.

Access to the TaHoma web application is only possible if you have remote access to service the installation. 
Make sure that your customer has validated the intervention request.

 Request remote intervention

next →
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From the tab "Installation", click on "Open TaHoma web application".

You will then be redirected to your customer’s web interface. 

No authentication will be required since your customer has already authorized you to access the installation.

Open TaHoma web application

next →
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Once your actions have been carried out, click on "End service" in the lower banner.

A window will appear in which you will see the summary of your actions, and where you can leave a comment for your customer.

An email will be sent to your customer, informing them that your intervention is finished,

detailing that you opened the web application.

End remote intervention

summary



Need help ?

Visit the Somfy Professional website in your country

Or contact local customer support
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